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ABSTRACT 
 

We have already fabricated honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films with cellulose I and II 
polymorphisms as a basal framework in order to create an artificial woody cell wall [1,2]. The 
adsorption of an isolated lignin, acetic acid lignin (AL), was attempted onto the honeycomb 
films not only to develop materials further mimicking the cell wall but also to elucidate the 
mechanical effect of isolated lignin on the tensile strength of the cellulosic architecture. The 
tensile strengths of honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films were improved by the AL 
adsorption. Although the cellulosic films without lignin weakened under high moisture 
content conditions as compared with those under the low content conditions, the 
lignin-adsorbed cellulosic film maintained significant tensile strength even under the high 
content conditions. This result suggests that lignin contributes to reinforce the mechanical 
strength of cellulose framework, in particular high moisture conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

A woody cell wall is constructed by hierarchical deposition of the essential cell wall 
components, cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin, on the plasma membrane,[3,4] which results 
in the formation of a honeycomb like array. In this constructional array, cellulose, together 
with the other components maintains wood morphology and resists external mechanical stress. 
The actual function of lignin and hemicelluloses on the mechanical properties of the woody 
cell wall architecture, however, has not yet been clearly elucidated. We made a strategy to 
elucidate the functions of such the components by using cell wall-mimicking materials, which 
we term as “artificial woody cell wall”. 

We have developed honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films with cellulose I and II 
polymorphisms, which had uniform pores. [1,2] The honeycomb-patterned films with cellulose 
II polymorphism were easily prepared by the combination of self-organization process of 
amphiphilic polymer and the transcription method with polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS).[1] In 
the former process, a convex honeycomb-patterned film template with uniform pore size was 
first fabricated by blowing humid air onto the polymer solution. In the second step, 
transcription process, PDMS together with a curing agent was poured onto the convex 
template film to form a second concave template film that had an opposite morphology of 
first one. The second template was finally stamped onto a chloroform solution of cellulose 
triacetate followed by deacetylation to give a honeycomb-patterned film with cellulose II 
polymorphism. Similarly, the fabrication of a honeycomb film with cellulose I polymorphism 
was produced by controlling the movement of a cellulose-producing bacteria, 
Gluconacetobacter xylinus, which was cultured on a concave honeycomb-patterned agarose 
gel surface under high humidity and CO2 concentration.[2] 

Analogous to other honeycomb-patterned materials [5-7] these cellulosic films may 
provide a novel use of cellulose as a functional material. In addition, because of their 
hexagonal array morphology these honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films can potentially serve 
as a basal framework for fabricating artificial woody cell walls. Therefore, it is a potential 
model to experimentally elucidate the deformation mechanisms of woody cell walls, 
particularly as its morphology is very similar to a proposed model used for the clarification of 
cell wall deformation.[8,9] Furthermore, it will be a useful model to elucidate the function of 
cell wall components after deposition of hemicellulose and lignin onto the 
honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films.   

In this study, lignin-adsorbed honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films with cellulose I and 
II polymorphisms were prepared, and used to investigate the influence of isolated lignin on 
the physical properties of cellulosic cell wall architectures. Acetic acid lignin (AL) derived by 
atmospheric acetic acid pulping was used as an isolated lignin. It has been shown to act as a 



hot-melt type adhesive, reinforcing the mechanical strength of cellulosic fibers in 
fiberboard-like cellulosic composites and giving them water repellency,[10,11] similar 
properties to those proposed for native lignin in the tree. The tensile properties of the 
materials produced were measured on a testing apparatus designed for this study, and the 
measurements were conducted under two conditions, high and low moisture content to assess 
the water repellency of the adsorbed lignin.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Fabrication of templates  
 

A mixture (10:1) of poly(ε-caprolactone) and copolymer (dodecylacrylamide and 
ω-carboxyhexylacryl-amide)[12] was dissolved in chloroform to yield a 2 mg/mL solution. 
Humid air was blown onto the solution (10 mL) using a simple apparatus as shown in Figure 
1. After evaporation of the solvent, a convex (hexagonal mountain range) 
honeycomb-patterned film with uniform pores of 25 µm in diameter was produced as the first 
template. Honeycomb-patterned films with different pore sizes were fabricated from various 
volumes of the polymeric solutions. 

A viscous liquid of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with curing agents (SYLGARD 184 
Silicone Elastomer Kit, Dow Corning Co. Midland, MI) was poured onto the first template 
and cured at room temperature for 48 h. The resultant elastomer was then peeled off to yield 
the second template. Similarly, a third template was prepared by the transcription of the 
second template with PDMS.[1,2]   
 
Preparation of cellulosic honeycomb films 
 

The second template was stamped onto a chloroform solution (2 mg/ mL) of cellulose 
triacetate (CTA). After evaporation of the solvent the template was peeling off,  and a 
honeycomb-patterned CTA film was obtained. A convex honeycomb-patterned cellulosic film 
with cellulose II polymorphism was prepared by deacetylation of the CTA film with 
NaOCH3/CH3OH at room temperature over night. 
     A convex honeycomb-patterned film with cellulose I polymorphism was fabricated by 
culturing G. xylinus (ATCC 53582) in a high carbon dioxide concentration (90%) atmosphere 
on a concave honeycomb-patterned agarose film with Hestrin-Schramm medium, which was 
prepared by pressing the third template onto a hot agarose aqueous solution.[2]   
    The micrographs and electron diffraction diagrams of the resultant honeycomb-patterned 
films were taken with a JEOL-2000EX II TEM operated at 100 kV, and recorded on 



Mitsubishi MEM film. Low dose defocused imaging in the bright field mode was used to 
visualize the sample without further contrast enhancement.  The images were taken at 2500 - 
6000x magnification. FT-IR spectra of the specimens on the copper grid of TEM were 
measured on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One equipped with a microscope attachment. Spectra 
were recorded by an MCT detector, accumulating 128 scan from 4000 - 700 cm-1 with a 
resolution of 4 cm-1. The aperture was 50 µm x 50 µm.[2] 
 
Microscopic observation of bacterial movement on an agarose film with 
honeycomb-patterned grooves 
 
     An agarose film with honeycomb-patterned grooves was placed in a chamber equipped 
with a gas inlet and outlet tubes, glass window, and heat controller. An aliquot of bacterial 
medium preincubated for half a day was then dropped onto the film, and the air in the 
chamber was exchanged with 90% CO2, and the chamber was sealed. The time course of 
bacterial incubation was observed on a real-time confocal microscope (C9100-13, Nikon) in 
the Nikon Image Center of Hokkaido University. The images were taken every 10 s for 700 
ms of exposure time. The time-lapse images were converted to movie by using 
AQUACOSMOS Ratio Imaging software. Other optical microscopic images were taken using 
a 3-D laser microscope, VK-9500, KEYENCE, Osaka, Japan. 
 
Deposition of isolated lignin onto honeycomb films and bromination of deposited lignin 
 

Acetic acid lignin (AL) was dissolved in 1 M NaOH aqueous solution to give a 5 % (w/v) 
solution. The cellulosic films were immersed into the solution and left overnight at room 
temperature. The films were then washed thoroughly with distilled water until the filtrate was 
a neutral pH, and subsequently dried in vacuo at 40 oC.  

The films were placed in a vessel containing liquid bromine in a beaker, which was filled 
with gaseous bromine. [13]  The bromine location in the film was analyzed by the scanning 
electron microscope equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (SEM-EDX).   
 
Measurement of tensile strength 
 

A testing apparatus was specially designed to measure the tensile properties of small thin 
honeycomb specimens as shown in Figure 2. In a typical test, a specimen was fixed to a paper 
sample holder with an epoxy adhesive, and the holder was then fixed to the support base 
using small bolts, nuts and rectangular washers. The paper sample holder was then cut to 
make the specimen free supporting, and it was forced to elongate at a low strain rate by 



turning the grip of the micrometer shown in Figure 2. In this test, the elongation and 
responding tensile load were monitored synchronously by a linear variable displacement 
transducer of ~ 1/1000 mm minimum resolution and a load cell of 100 g capacity and 0.05 g 
minimum resolution, respectively. The measurements were repeated at least three times 
(normally five times) for each specimen under a low moisture content atmosphere (22oC, 
relative humidity (RH) of 50%) and high moisture atmosphere (30oC, RH 80%) in an 
air-conditioned chamber. Modulus of elasticity (MOE) was calculated from initial 
displacement and load, and tensile strength and elongation were calculated from the load and 
elongated length ratio to original specimen length at failure.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Confirmation of bacterial movement along the hexagonal microgrooves to fabricate 
honeycomb-patterned film with cellulose I polymorphism  

 
Honeycomb-patterned films with cellulose I polymorphism were fabricated by culturing G. 

xylinus on an agarose medium with a concave honeycomb surface (array of hexagonal 
grooves) as shown in Figure 3 (A and B). Although Figures 3C and 3D show the resultant 
honeycomb-patterned cellulose I films, they do not show direct evidence of the path taken by 
the bacterium along the array of hexagonal grooves. This is important, as the track of bacterial 
movement would affect the assembled structure of the cellulosic microfibrils. To observe the 
bacterial motion on the hexagonal microgroove film, the bacterium was cultured in a special 
chamber, and time-lapse images every 10 s were taken using a real-time confocal microscope. 

Figure 4 shows the bacterial motion on the surface of the agarose film with the 
honeycomb pattern microgrooves (a video of this is available in reference 14). It can be seen 
that some single body bacteria moved rotationally along the hexagonal grooves, while long 
bacteria, which consist of a few bodies and might do the cell division, migrated transversally 
along several hexagonal grooves. Most of the bacteria moved in an anticlockwise direction, 
except for one bacterium that moved in a clockwise direction. The mobile speed was 
approximately 3 µm/min. It was deduced from the tracks of bacterial motion that the structure 
of honeycomb-patterned bacterial cellulose was produced by cylindrical microfibril 
deposition connected by transverse microfibrils.  

The crystalline structures of the obtained honeycomb-patterned films were analyzed by 
electron diffraction and FT-IR spectroscopy. The honeycomb-patterned bacterial cellulose 
indicated a highly ordered cellulose Iα,[2] while a cellulose II polymorphism was confirmed 
for the honeycomb-patterned film prepared from CTA. However, because of the film thinness 
we were not able to measure the crystallinities of the two films by X-ray diffraction. 



 
Deposition of AL onto honeycomb-patterned film 
 

An isolated lignin, AL, was adsorbed onto the honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films to 
further mimic the woody cell wall structure. Figure 5 shows SEM-EDX images and bromine 
distribution in a honeycomb-patterned film and a flat film without significant pore structure. It 
is well known that lignin reacts with bromine, therefore, lignin bromination is widely used for 
labeling lignin.[13] As expected, bromine was located only on the surface of the films. This 
lignin distribution seems to be very similar to that of a wood cell wall, where lignin 
concentration is higher in the cell corner and middle lamella than in the secondary wall or 
cellulosic matrix. 

The adsorbed amount of lignin in the honeycomb-patterned film with cellulose I 
polymorphism was determined to be about 32% by the Klason method. Interestingly, this 
value is similar to the content of lignin in softwoods. 
 
Relationship between honeycomb pore size and tensile properties 
 
     In the present study it was very difficult to control the pore size in the fabrication of the 
honeycomb-patterned films with cellulose I polymorphism because of the restriction imposed 
by the bacterial body size. On the other hand, pore size was easily controlled in the film 
fabrication with cellulose II polymorphism because we were able to control the pore size of 
the first template by varying the polymer solution volume and concentration. Thus, we 
prepared several sheets of honeycomb film with cellulose II polymorphism to estimate the 
effects of pore size and thickness of fabricated films on tensile properties.  

Figure 6 shows the modulus of elasticity and tensile strength versus honeycomb pore 
size or film thickness. The correlation coefficients (R) between MOE and pore size of the 
honeycomb-patterned regenerated cellulosic film (cellulose II) were -0.63 and -0.82 for the 
films without and with lignin adsorption, respectively, and the R between tensile strengths and 
pore size were -0.75 and -0.66, respectively. The R between MOE or tensile strength and film 
thickness, on the other hand, were -0.30 and 0.17 or -0.52 and 0.22 for the corresponding 
specimens. These results show a clear negative correlation between the pore size and the 
tensile properties of the honeycomb-patterned films, which suggest a dependence of the 
tensile properties on the actual cellulose ratios determined by the pore size in the cross 
sectional areas of the films. On the other hand, film thickness had reasonably little effect 
because the cellulose volume content was considered to be constant throughout the film 
thickness.  

Table 1 summarizes tensile properties of several cellulosic films tested in this study 



except those of the honeycomb-patterned films with cellulose II polymorphism shown in 
Figure 6. The tensile properties of the honeycomb-patterned films with cellulose I 
polymorphism were much lower than those estimated simply from the average volume ratio, 
71% of cellulose in the honeycomb-patterned films. This result indicates two dimensional 
structural behavior in in-plane mechanical response of the honeycomb-patterned cellulosic 
framework, which might simulate the mechanical characteristics of wood in radial-tangential 
plane or perpendicular to the grain that are generally from 1/5 to 1/30 of those parallel to the 
grain.   
 
Effect of lignin deposition onto honeycomb-patterned film on tensile properties 
 
     The tensile strength was measured under two conditions, high and low moisture content 
atmospheres. The latter was made by 80% RH at 30oC because high temperature air contained 
a larger mount of moisture.  Figure 6 and Table 1 contain tensile properties of AL-adsorbed 
honeycomb-patterned films and flat films. All the films with adsorbed lignin showed higher 
MOE and tensile strengths than those without lignin under the low moisture content 
conditions, which suggest effective reinforcement of the cellulose honeycomb frameworks 
with the isolated lignin. 
    To compare the effect of lignin adsorption onto honeycomb-patterned film with cellulose 
1 polymorphism between the two conditions, their tensile properties in Table 1 were plotted in 
Figure 7. In the case of no lignin deposition, the observed MOE and tensile strength of the 
honeycomb-patterned film under the high humidity condition was less than 50% of that under 
the normal condition. However, when lignin was adsorbed the MOE remained stable 
irrespective of humidity. These results seem quite different from the test results of the flat film. 
That is, the MOE and tensile strength of the flat film with no lignin adsorption were higher 
under the humid condition than under the normal condition, and those with lignin adsorption 
were contrarily much less under the humid condition than the normal condition. These 
tendencies seem only due to experimental variation and no clear difference can be concluded 
because no reason can be found for both higher MOE of pure cellulose film under higher 
humidity and a negative effect of adsorbed lignin if we consider water-swelling of cellulose 
film and water-resistance of lignin.  

The above test results imply that swelling of cellulose or cleavage of hydrogen bonds 
among cellulose molecules allows for easier two dimensional structural deformation of the 
honeycomb frameworks, likely involving inter-molecule slippage among cellulose chains, 
which results in a larger apparent axial elongation.[9] The inter-molecule slippage among the 
tangled cellulose chains that finally result in larger elongation might be restrained by the 
adsorbed lignin acting as a matrix material. When cellulose chains are arranged randomly and 



densely in the flat film with no such honeycomb pores, it deforms approximately as a solid 
film without in-plane structural deformation. This mechanical behavior of the flat film may be 
comparatively stable toward variation in moisture content, as a result lignin adsorption has 
little potential to improve it. This discussion suggests that the lignin deposition may play a 
more significant role for structural morphology with pores or internal openings than for solid 
like dense bodies in mechanical stability under variable moisture content.  
The tensile strength of the lignin-adsorbed film showed a tendency a little different from the 

stability of the MOE; that is, it decreased to be about 75% of the low moisture conditions 
under the high moisture conditions. This difference between the test results of MOE and 
tensile strength of the honeycomb-patterned films is not clearly understood yet, but one of the 
presumable reasons might be that the adsorbed lignin has a greater effect on the restriction of 
the swelling of the cellulosic honeycomb frameworks rather than strength reinforcement of 
them. Because the tensile or bending strength of the honeycomb frameworks are mainly 
determined by the strength of the bundles of tangled cellulose chains at the weakest cross 
sections. However, the deformation is the integration of variable local deformation. If lignin 
would restrict swelling upon water adsorption, MOE at the initial tensile experiment has not 
been affected.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 

A woody cell wall-mimicking material was fabricated by the adsorption of lignin onto 
honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films with cellulose I and II polymorphism. Using such 
cellulosic films, the mechanical function of lignin was examined by tensile experiments using 
a manufactured apparatus. It was clearly evident that the lignin (AL) reinforced the cellulosic 
films. Especially in the higher moisture content atmosphere, lignin adsorption suppressed the 
decrease in mechanical strength. This effect of lignin adsorption on the mechanical strength of 
honeycomb-patterned film was not observed for non-porous flat films. This suggests the 
observed effect in the high moisture content atmosphere is attributed to the honeycomb 
morphology. Thus, this study has experimentally elucidated the mechanical function of 
adsorbed isolated lignin on honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films, and illustrated the 
usefulness of honeycomb-patterned cellulosic films to investigate the functions of woody cell 
wall components. 

Now we are fabricating artificial woody cell wall that further mimics biosynthetic 
process of cell wall by the deposition of hemicellulose followed by lignin polymerization, to 
clarify the function of hemicelluloses and native lignin in the cell wall formation. 
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Figure captions 
 
Figure 1. Apparatus for fabrication of honeycomb-patterned film based on self-organization of 

amphiphilic polymer. 
 
Figure 2. Testing apparatus specially designed for tensile tests of small thin specimens. DT 

shows a linear variable displacement transducer. 
 
Figure 3. Images of agarose medium with a surface of concave type honeycomb (A, B) and 

honeycomb-patterned film with cellulose I polymorphism (C,D).A, SEM image; B, C and D, 
3D-laser microscopic images, where B and D were magnified three times to height; 

 
Figure 4. Time-lapse images of bacterial location using a real-time confocal microscope. 

Upper images are taking size, and lower images are magnification of upper images. Arrows 
show the location of bacteria. 

 
Figure 5. SEM images and bromine concentration in the cross section of AL- adsorbed flat 

bacterial cellulose film (A) and in the surface of AL-adsorbed honeycomb-patterned film 
with cellulose I polymorphism (B). The lines in the images show the scanning area of 
bromine by EDX. The arrows show the high concentration area of bromine.  

 
Figure 6. Effects of pore size of honeycomb-patterned film with cellulose II polymorphism on 

MOE and tensile strength.     , without lignin deposition;   , with lignin deposition. 
 
Figure 7. MOE and tensile strength of honeycomb-patterned films with cellulose I 

polymorphism under low moisture conditions (L. C.) and high moisture conditions (H. C.). 
     , without lignin;    , with lignin 
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Figure 1. Apparatus for fabrication of honeycomb-
patterned film based on self-organization of 
amphiphilic polymer.



Figure 2. Testing apparatus specially designed for 
tensile tests of small thin specimens. DT shows a linear 
variable displacement transducer.
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Figure 3. Images of agarose medium with a surface of 
concave type honeycomb (A, B) and honeycomb-patterned 
film with cellulose I polymorphism (C,D).A, SEM image; 
B, C and D, 3D-laser microscopic images, where B and D 
were magnified three times to height;

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

25 µm



Figure 4. Time-lapse images of bacterial location using an real-
time confocal microscope. Upper images are taking size, and 
lower images are magnification of upper image. Arrows show the 
location of bacteria. 
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Figure 5. SEM images and bromine concentration in the 
cross section of AL- adsorbed flat bacterial cellulose film 
(A) and in the surface of AL-adsorbed honeycomb-patterned 
film with cellulose I polymorphism (B). The lines in the 
images show the scanning area of bromine by EDX. The 
arrows show the high concentration area of bromine. 



Figure 6. Effects of pore size of honeycomb-patterned 
film with cellulose II polymorphism on MOE and tensile 
strength.      , without lignin deposition;      , with lignin 
deposition.
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Figure 7.  MOE and  tensile strength of honeycomb-patterned 
films with cellulose I polymorphism under low moisture 
content conditions (L. C.) and high moisture content 
conditions (H. C.).         , without lignin;         , with lignin.        
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Table 1. Tensile properties of pure cellulosic films and AL-adsorbed films

Normal
conditions
(N. C.)

Flat film
with cellulose I
AL-adsorbed Flat film
with cellulose I

Honeycomb-patterned 
film with cellulose I
AL-adsorbed honeycomb-
patterned  film with cellulose I

Flat film
with cellulose I I

AL-adsorbed Flat film
with cellulose II

High humid
conditions
(H. H. C.)

Flat film
with cellulose I
AL-adsorbed Flat film
with cellulose I
Honeycomb-patterned 
film with cellulose I
AL-adsorbed honeycomb-
patterned  film with cellulose I

Specimen
MOE 
(GPa)

MOR 
(MPa)

Elongation 
(%)

2.12 

5.07 

0.77 

0.95 

121

196

35 

66

10.3

5.1

12.7

6.1

2.59 

0.96 

0.35

0.96

190 

96 

17 

50 

9.1

11.5

5.4

5.9

Normal
conditions
(N. C.)

0.56

0.65 

14 

38

4.0

5.1

Elongation means maximum elongation ratio based on the specimen length 
before tensile experiment. 
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